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Abstract
Establishing reliable communication between all stakeholders involved in a software process is
important for coming to terms and agreements on the quality of the prospective software. However,
quality is perceived differently by different stakeholder groups, in particular, business people often
refuse talking about quality before they experience the system. In addition, past experience related
to handling quality-related issues in a software process (in a sense of issue management systems
such as JIRA) is often not managed properly. To taskle this problem, we aim at a tool-supported
framework implementing a four-stage issue handling process. It involves acquiring the raw
information about quality-related issues from the different parties in a software process and
converting this information into a set of knowledge structures reflecting their views; converting and
integrating these structures into a “global view”; solving analytical tasks such as facilitating
knowledge reuse based on the global view; and converting and externalizing the global view back
into the form that reflects the views of the different parties. The proposed solution is expected to
reduce the time and effort for establishing a communication basis while discussing software
quality, thus cutting costs and strengthening the mutual trust of the parties.

1. Introduction
Software processes require the involvement of the affected business stakeholders throughout the
software development lifecycle in order to be successful. A prerequisite for such involvement is
establishing a communication basis (“communication channels”) between the parties in the process.
In particular, such a channel is needed for coming to terms and agreements on the quality of the
software under development, in particular during the elicitation of and the agreement on quality-
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related requirements. Without this, quality defects are often detected and complained by the
stakeholders only when the software is made available for acceptance testing.
Establishing such channels is still an open challenge requiring research on the following aspects:
1. The stakeholders think in different conceptualizations of the real world and use different
terminologies, especially when dealing with the quality of the software under development:
agreeing on a communication channel is usually time-consuming and often fails;
2. Business people tend to refuse talking about quality before they experience the implemented
system or just restrict themselves with generic terms e.g. “the performance must be good”;
3. Quality-related process approaches are hard to reuse, the prediction of the participants’ behavior
in future quality-related interactions (e.g. while dealing with prototypes or mock-ups) is vague.
The solution of the problem with establishing communication channels depends on the proper
management of quality-related issues in software development (we use the term “issue” in the same
sense as it is used in issue management systems (IMS) such as JIRA [57] and Mantis [71]: an event
in a software process that needs to be handled and involves different parties). Unfortunately, the
past experience of handling quality-related issues is often not properly managed:
1. If at all collected, the experience reflects the views of the developer side of the process – not
those of the customer side.
2. The factors influencing the decisions of the parties in a software process (both business
stakeholders and developers) are not properly understood and collected [25, 87, 115].
However, without a proper handling of this knowledge the business stakeholders’ opinions and
expectations on software quality tend to be neglected or at least handled incompletely: as a result,
the understanding of the desired quality of the system becomes biased towards the view of the
software developers – a problem known as “the inmates are running the asylum” [29]. This is
supported by evidence of the practice of development: e.g. a study of the current practice of
Carinthian software houses revealed that out of all the quality characteristics only the usability is
addressed on the early stages of the software lifecycle. In particular, handling the performance
issues is often postponed until the system is deployed. Clearly, that approach comes with negative
consequences for all parties, since fixing the problems with unsatisfied stakeholder expectations on
the late stages of the software process is difficult and expensive and may even lead to the failure of
the whole project.
Within this paper, we propose to elaborate a tool-supported framework for properly handling
quality-related issues in the software process. This framework should allow establishing effective
quality-related communication channels between the process stakeholders. We present an overview
of the ongoing QuASE project aimed at such a framework; it has been established in cooperation
with four local software development companies.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the current research on this topic and
formulate the goals of the project. Section 3 gives an overview of the QuASE process and describes
its steps in detail; Section 4 is devoted to the proposed architecture and implementation specifics of
the QuASE tool; it is followed by conclusions.

2. Related Work and Project Goals

2.1.Knowledge- and experience management solutions
Most relevant to our aims are solutions that facilitate storing, reusing, or analyzing the relevant
development knowledge. Such solutions, in particular, apply the existing body of research on
knowledge management to the field of software engineering [10, 18, 93]. The techniques include
establishing knowledge bases to support software engineering tasks, in particular, architectural
design [13].
More specific, so-called experience management solutions [97], are related to managing past
software engineering experience. This research has been started by Basili with introducing the
concept of software experience factory [15] – an enterprise-level software solution for capturing the
relevant software engineering experience over time. In [51, 96] this concept has been enhanced to
capture the knowledge related to applying software prototypes.
With respect to our aims, these solutions bear the following shortcomings:
1. They do not specifically address quality-related issues, especially from the point of view of
collecting the quality requirements for the prospective system;
2. They collect the experience only as viewed from the developer side; the business stakeholder’s
view is often ignored. Consequently, they do not support establishing a communication basis
for the process parties;
3. Establishing full-scale experience management solutions could be too cost intensive especially
for small and medium scale software companies.
2.2.Quality-driven development support solutions
Several approaches aim at addressing quality to drive particular software engineering tasks or the
entire software process, but are not based on knowledge or experience management techniques.
Among these approaches are Quality-Driven Re-Engineering [112], approaches targeting qualitydriven development restricted to the architectural design phase [61], and techniques that aim at
making the entire software process driven by quality without organizing direct interaction with
stakeholders [35, 45, 55, 75]. These solutions, however, lacking knowledge management or
experience management functionality, do not directly address our aims: they do not allow for
collecting, managing, reusing, and analyzing quality-related knowledge and experience throughout
the software lifecycle or for establishing a quality-related communication basis for the parties in the
software process.
2.3.Implementation-related problems
In addition to the shortcomings of the named solutions, we can distinguish common
implementation-related problems: being developed as separate tools, these solutions are hard to
integrate into the existing development process of the companies; in particular, they cannot access
the data available in the existing development support systems such as issue management systems,
project management tools, or wikis.
2.4.Project goals and expected results
To address these shortcomings, the QuASE project is aimed at defining theoretical foundations,
elaborating implementation procedures and a tool support for

1. Acquiring and formalizing domain knowledge about handling quality-related issues in the
software process;
2. Collecting the raw information about such issues from the involved parties and converting it
into operational knowledge (using available domain knowledge to ensure conversion
correctness);
3. Using the collected knowledge for establishing a quality-related communication basis for the
involved parties, supporting decision making, reuse of quality-related experience, and the
prediction of the future quality-related requirements of the involved parties.
We expect the project to bring the following primary results:
1. The theoretical foundations of a framework for collecting and sharing the operational
knowledge regarding quality-related issues in a software process which supports the cooperative elicitation and analysis of quality-related requirements that allows the concerned
parties for using their individual terminologies;
2. A set of formal approaches as the basis of practical implementation procedures for this
framework;
3. The software tool (QuASE tool) implementing these practical procedures; this tool will have
interfaces to share data with common issue management systems like JIRA, Mantis and others.

3. The QuASE Process
We plan to establish a four-stage QuASE process (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Stages of the QuASE process

1. The elicitation stage is devoted to acquiring the raw information about quality-related issues
from the different parties in a software process and converting this information into a set of
semantic knowledge structures reflecting the views of these parties;
2. The integration stage is devoted to converting and integrating (including conflict resolution) the
results of stage 1 into a “global view”;
3. During the analysis stage the analytical tasks such as facilitating knowledge reuse or predicting
the handling of the future issues are solved based on the global view;
4. The dissemination stage is devoted to converting and externalizing the global view back into
the form that reflects the views of the different parties.
3.1.QuOntology and QuIRepository
The process is based on managing the knowledge about quality-related issues in a repository that
serves as an experience base (QuIRepository) and is structured along an ontology (QuOntology).
QuOntology aims at sharing the conceptual knowledge about software quality, supplying the
semantics to supplement the information about quality-related issues before converting it into the
knowledge structures to be stored into QuIRepository; it serves as a foundation of the
QuIRepository by defining its structure.

To establish QuOntology, we have already started empirical studies in cooperation with industry
partners [101] coming up with the following categories of knowledge about quality-related aspects
of interest:
1. The phenomenon of software quality, different types of such quality;
2. The categories of stakeholders participating in the interaction process, the ways of their
selection;
3. The differences in perception of quality for different categories of stakeholders;
4. Quality-related stakeholder interaction process as it currently performed in industry (as seen by
developers);
5. The properties of software projects influencing the ways of obtaining stakeholder opinions on
software qualities;
6. The factors influencing stakeholder opinions on quality during the negotiation process (as seen
by developers).
The obtained qualitative data is subject of open and selective coding and concept analysis activities
as defined for grounded theory (we follow the approach of Corbin and Strauss [30] and take into
account the specifics of applying this methodology to software engineering [3, 28]). As a result, a
set of concepts to be included in QuOntology is being elaborated. This research has been already
completed for the stakeholder interaction process and for the transformation of the quality concepts
between its stages [102].
The theoretical work related to establishing QuOntology is related to defining a set of necessary
conceptualizations on three levels:
1. On the foundational level, we rely on existing formal ontologies, possibly extended for our
purposes. We choose to reuse concepts from the DOLCE ontology [73] with modifications
related to the specific ways of representing quality-related knowledge [85]. As DOLCE relies in
its representation of quality on the notion of conceptual space per Gärdenfors [44, 88] we plan
to investigate the ways of applying this notion and its modified forms [86] for our purpose. In
this, we follow our research on the conceptualization of quality [100].
2. The domain level is based on the conceptual foundations provided by the foundational level. It
collects the notions specific for the given domain of handling quality-related issues involving
business stakeholders. Some of these notions are supposed to be collected in empirical studies;
in addition, at this level we plan to reuse the existing ontologies of e.g. people roles [19, 74],
organizations [6, 20], and requirements [58]. We have already established such concepts for
some subdomains, e.g. the concept of quality-related interaction process [102].
3. On the application level, following the Ontology-Based Software Engineering paradigm [49],
QuOntology exposes itself through a set of application-level ontologies supporting the specific
QuASE stages.
QuIRepository is intended for storing the operational knowledge about quality-related issues as
instances of the QuOntology concepts. For the general principles of establishing the QuIRepository,
the concept of experience knowledge base [15, 97] needs to be extended to enable collecting and
sharing quality-related experience. QuIRepository has to be organized into subsections
corresponding to the knowledge supporting the various stages of the QuASE approach by applying
knowledge modularization techniques [109]. In this, we follow [12, 39], who propose a knowledge
base that facilitates software engineering activities on different stages.

3.2. Elicitation stage
This stage is devoted to acquiring the raw information on quality-related issues from the different
parties of the software process (business stakeholders, developers, project managers at both
customer and the developer side etc.), supplementing it by rich semantics obtained from
QuOntology, and storing the resulting knowledge into QuIRepository. We concentrate on collecting
party-dependent knowledge based on the views and understanding of the particular party (i.e. its
specific language) from the following sources:
1. The systems deployed at the developer side to support the software process (IMS, wikis etc.);
2. The process of instrumented stakeholder interaction where business stakeholders interact with
QuASE-enhanced development support artifacts (e.g. prototypes and mock-ups) in the usual
way, but the information about stakeholders’ reactions to stimuli (e.g. mouse clicks or selected
control paths) is transparently captured and collected into QuIRepository;
3. Direct stakeholder communication specifying the assessments of quality characteristics, such as
usability assessments expressed while interacting with a mock-up or prototype.
Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary situation. Suppose that the stakeholders X (project manager) and
Y (developer) state their knowledge on the issue A (a particular performance issue) in their
terminology, whereas stakeholder Z (business person on the customer side) uses his terminology
for stating his knowledge on the issue B (a particular usability issue). Neither Y knows the
terminology of business stakeholder Z, nor does Z understand the terminology of the IT-persons X
and Y. These problematic links are denoted by question marks in Figure 2.
X and Y provide their knowledge about issue A via an external IMS, Z provides his knowledge
about issue B via instrumented interaction with a prototype. This raw data is supplemented with the
semantics from QuOntology (such as the knowledge about the stakeholders or their roles, the type
of the project etc.). The results are stored into the party-dependent knowledge section PD of
QuIRepository, where each view has its separate subsection. I.e., knowledge about a particular
issue can be found in different subsections corresponding to the respective views.

Figure 2. Elicitation stage knowledge conversions

To establish a theoretical basis for the acquisition of the raw information from the parties and
converting it into knowledge, we plan to conceptualize the data to be collected and the process of

data collection. We base this conceptualization on the results of QuASE preliminary research [101,
102] together with the techniques of conceptual modeling of software process artifacts [78, 80,
125]. The theoretical concept of quality-related issue will be defined generalizing the artifacts
available in existing IMS; in particular, we plan to treat software requirements and software
negotiation scenarios as specific categories of issues [102, 125]. We propose to formalize the
process of eliciting raw data by applying software process modeling techniques [78, 106]. To
formalize the structure of the party-dependent knowledge, we apply the techniques of ontologybased knowledge acquisition [1, 8, 63, 124] and experience-knowledge transformation [94].
To establish a theoretical basis for the support for instrumented interaction, we plan to generalize
the research results related to conceptualization of software prototypes [62, 66, 96] and quality
simulation models [16, 31, 91] by introducing the concept of interaction support solution. The
conceptualization of the process of stakeholder interaction is based on QuASE preliminary results
[102] together with the techniques of conceptualization of the stakeholder negotiation [4].
3.3. Integration stage
This stage is devoted to establishing an integrated party-independent and party-specific
representation of the collected issues that is suitable as a foundation for the communication basis.
The party-independent knowledge is supposed to be integrated into a coherent whole and partyspecific knowledge is supposed to be kept separate for every party. We plan to establish the
classifier system which could be trained on past conversion samples, so the more data is fed into the
system, the better it should be able to separate the knowledge. QuOntology can be used to facilitate
this conversion.
The input for this stage consists of the results of the elicitation stage (party-dependent knowledge
about quality-related issues). The result is supposed to be separated and integrated partyindependent knowledge (stored in the PI section) and party-specific knowledge stored in the PS
section of QuIRepository.
Figure 3 shows how the party-independent knowledge is separated from the party-specific
knowledge for all the facts (e.g. the common knowledge about performance-related issue A is
extracted out of the fact of the knowledge about A expressed by X). It is then integrated into the set
of knowledge structures related to the particular issues (distributed into the subsections e.g. for the
knowledge about A and B) and into the common knowledge relevant to all or some of the issues
(marked by ∑). It is important to note that party-independent knowledge is free only from the views
possessed by the particular parties (e.g. their own languages and world views), not from the facts
about the particular parties; e.g. the fact that the project manager X is responsible for handling the
performance-related issue A can be a part of such knowledge. The party-specific knowledge, after
filtered out, is integrated into the knowledge structures related to the particular parties.
To establish the theoretical foundations for the separation of knowledge at this stage, we plan to
apply the following methods and techniques:
1. Sentiment analysis and opinion mining techniques [68, 79] to separate opinion-based partyspecific knowledge from the pure facts comprising party-independent knowledge [128].
2. Knowledge classification and clustering techniques [47]: classification methods (including
learning classifier systems [34, 117]) correspond to the situation when the structure of the
knowledge to be categorized is known [17, 119], whereas clustering [82, 113] can be applied to

discover this structure prior to categorizing the knowledge according to it [77]; we also plan to
apply fuzzy clustering [53, 116] to account for the fuzziness of the knowledge;
3. Formal concept analysis [83, 110] to establish the rules for concept similarity in QuOntology
and QuIRepository [32, 42];
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Figure 3. Integration stage knowledge conversions

Integrating the knowledge will be based on applying knowledge integration techniques such as
ontology-based knowledge integration [36, 120, 121], multiple-criteria knowledge aggregation
[127], ontology mediation [33, 41], and model merging [90].
3.4. Analysis stage
This stage processes integrated party-independent knowledge (free from the views of particular
parties but containing all the relevant facts) following the user requests. The input data is obtained
from the PI section of QuIRepository, the results are also stored there (in a separate subsection for
analyzed knowledge). The supported activities are as follows:
1. Supporting decision making in the software process based on the knowledge about past qualityrelated issues;
2. Predicting the behavior of the parties during the stakeholder interaction process based on the
knowledge on the past interactions (e.g. depending on the similarities between current issue and
the historical data);
3. Finding the correlation between specific categories of stakeholders and the results of handling
of the specific categories of issues or the specifics of interactions with other stakeholders.
Figure 4 illustrates the situation where the project manager X makes the analytical request Q, e.g.
asking for some reusable piece of quality-related information. This request is processed using the
non-analyzed party-independent knowledge; as a result, the analyzed party-independent knowledge
is stored back into QuIRepository.
To establish theoretical foundations for the analysis stage, we apply the following methods:
1. Decision making techniques [14, 52, 92] (including multiple criteria [40] and fuzzy [22, 23, 70]
ones) to support making analytic decisions in the software process, in particular artifact
selection decisions [5, 67, 111];

2. Case-based reasoning [103, 114] and concept similarity [42, 122, 123] techniques to support
reuse decisions;
3. Prediction techniques [104, 118], in particular, dealing with the behavior of the parties [65, 99,
107].

Figure 4. Analysis stage knowledge conversions

3.5.Dissemination stage
The dissemination stage is devoted to adapting the acquired knowledge and, in particular, the
analysis results, to the terminologies and world views of the specified target parties. It uses partyspecific knowledge of the target party to transform party-independent knowledge originated from
both integration and analysis stages back into the party-dependent form. This conversion facilitates
establishing a communication basis for the parties, when the language and the world view of the
target party are applied to the generic knowledge about the issues under discussion originated from
the other parties.
Figure 5 illustrates the situation where Z is provided with all existing information about issue A in
his own language. Similarly, X receives the result of his analysis request in his language. All
obtained party-dependent knowledge is stored into the PD section of QuIRepository forming a
knowledge cache to be used in future processing.

Figure 5. Dissemination stage knowledge conversions

The basic principles of establishing the theoretical foundations for this phase are similar to those
established for the integration phase as they are supposed to rely on the same set of knowledge
integration techniques. To integrate the ontology-based structure of party-specific and partyindependent knowledge, we plan to apply ontology mediation techniques [33], in particular,
ontology merging [24, 69, 89], they are supposed to form the base for ontology translation [37,

105]. We also apply the techniques of ontology-based knowledge representation [46], in particular,
specific ontology representation patterns [50]. To formalize end-user representation of the relevant
knowledge, we employ the techniques for conceptual modeling of user interfaces [59, 80, 81].

4. Implementation issues
We aim at the following goals while elaborating the practical implementation of the project:
1. The software solution needs to support all QuASE stages.
2. It needs to be possible to integrate the tool with existing development support systems (e.g.
IMS) already deployed at the IT company or the customer site: in this case it should not force
its users to learn new work paradigms.
3. It needs to seamlessly collect current issue data from the existing IMS, if available, ask for
additional issue-related information using familiar interface; and to obtain the access to the past
issue information.
4. It should be able to support different IMS available in industry, at least JIRA [57], Mantis [71],
SAP Solution Manager [95], and XEOX [126] to allow the customer employing several IMS to
collect data from all of them.
5. It should be extendable to allow for integration with IMS not originally considered.
6. It should also offer a standalone version not requiring external IMS (e.g. to be used by
consulting companies).
To meet these requirements, we propose the architecture for the solution shown on Figure 6. To
ensure that the target solution is IMS-independent, we aim at designing its architecture as
containing a set of IMS adapter modules for existing IMS. For QuASE project, we propose to
implement the adapters for JIRA, Mantis, SAP Solution Manager, and XEOX. These modules serve
as facades for the rest of the solution. We also plan to have a module implementing standalone data
collection functionality; it should also expose itself through an adapter interface.
Also, we plan to separate the set of modules implementing the main QuASE functionality from the
separate QuASE core responsible only for module coordination and data exchange. QuASE core
needs to provide an interface which should support creating the external adapters; we plan to use
existing modularity support frameworks for the Java platform such as OSGi [48].
The modules comprising the QuASE architecture belong to the following categories:
1. QuOntology and QuIRepository support modules are responsible for providing access to these
artifacts; they are planned to utilize Java ontology access features such as OWL APIs [54] or
code mapping solutions [108].
2. Stage-specific modules (elicitation, integration, analysis, and dissemination modules),
coordinated by QuASE core, are responsible for the implementation of the business logic
related to the particular QuASE stages. The elicitation module should provide the features
aiding in organizing instrumented interaction, in particular, an interaction solution registration
interface.
3. IMS Adapter modules which need to conform to the two sets of external conventions (Figure 7):
(1) plugin interface QJ provided by the QuASE core; (2) external plug-in interface JQ provided
by the existing IMS, e.g. JIRA [56, 113] or Mantis [72] plugin interface.

Figure 6. QuASE implementation architecture

The adapter modules should provide the following main functionality:
1. Forming the user interface in a way compatible with the particular IMS (e.g. as a set of Velocity
[7] hypertext templates for JIRA); this interface needs to e.g. allow specifying the extended
properties of the issue-related information according to the semantics provided by QuOntology;
2. Obtaining current and legacy issue data from the external IMS;
3. Performing two-way conversion between IMS-independent and IMS-dependent representation
of the relevant information.

Figure 7. QuASE adapter modules

Similar functionality (but not relying on external IMS) needs also be implemented by the module
responsible for supporting standalone execution. It should interactively collect the IMSindependent issue data directly from the end users through the standalone user interface. It also has
to conform to the QJ interface.

5. Conclusions and future research directions

We have presented a currently ongoing project for handling quality-related issues in software
development based on the experience management paradigm. We expect it to bring the following
benefits:
1. Reducing time and effort for establishing a communication basis while talking about software
quality for different parties in a software process, thus cutting related costs; this will also
strengthen the mutual trust of the parties and allows for better understanding of the needs of
business stakeholders;
2. Allowing for early and accurate capturing of quality-related knowledge originating from all
involved parties: making this knowledge collected and available enriches the possibilities of the
parties, allows them to make better-founded negotiation and development decisions;
3. Saving the effort of the developer team for establishing the quality-related communication
channels by allowing the reuse of the past issue-handling experience and the prediction of the
future quality-related behavior of the parties.
To our knowledge, there were no research attempts up to now to establish a communication basis
for quality-related negotiations in the software process and to predict the behavior of the parties in
such process based on the knowledge acquired from the information about quality-related
stakeholder interaction and past quality-related issues.
Future investigations can be related to the following problem areas:
1. Extending the QuASE approach to handle quality-related issues in the development of software
product lines [26, 84];
2. Making the QuASE approach seamlessly integrated into different agile software development
processes [27, 64] such as Scrum [98] and XP [2] (e.g. by integrating with existing agilesupporting IMS solutions such as Greenhopper [9]);
3. Further investigating the application of the instrumented interaction paradigm, in particular,
covering instrumented interactions based on the simulated usage processes [43, 60];
4. Integrating QuASE with industrial “live prototyping” solutions (such as iRise Studio [56] and
Axure RP [11]; the survey is in [76]) which allow non-programmers to build and execute
interactive software imitations to get stakeholder’s feedback; it can be done by registering their
prototypes as instrumented solutions;
5. Making QuASE cover the development of the process-aware information systems [38] where
the system under development is based on the particular representation of the business process
(e.g. using BPMN [21] or other modeling notation) to be run by the specific process engine.
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